73 High Street, Belmont, Bolton BL7 8AJ

A warm welcome
Put your feet up and enjoy a cuppa in this picturesque double fronted country cottage located in the heart of Belmont. Discover points of interest throughout each room, tall ceilings in the lounge, stone surround
fireplaces, reading corners, and period features throughout. This property started its life as two cottages, later became 'The Factory Arms' public house, and today forms one spacious home... this is truly a house of
history!

Step inside
Enter into the first delightful room, your living space which nudges you to grab a book and a glass of red in front of the fire after a long day at work. Sunlight beams through the sash window, with views of spring
flowers and shrubbery in the front garden.
Open up the characterful pine latched door into a wonderfully sized light and airy dining room made for entertaining family and friends. Another feature fireplace draws in your attention as you dine.
Continue into the kitchen with ample space to cook up a storm on the Cannon dual fuel range cooker. There is plenty of prep space on the modernised Corian worktops which are teamed with solid oak doors, there is
also a handy utility room adjoining to keep you organised. A stable door keeps the flow of air bright and breezy and leads to the beautiful outdoor courtyard.
Adjacent to the stairs downstairs you will find an ample sized luxurious walk-in shower room, complete with tall tiled ceilings and a charming fireplace alcove for decor.
The stairs lead up to a large landing area lit by the window, this space is perfect for an office or cosy reading area. Matching latched pine doors lead to all rooms, the first being the large seaside feel bathroom which has
a relaxing bathtub with shower.
This home has three fabulous large double bedrooms; the first at the front of the house overlooks greenery through the sash window, to admire on a Sunday morning with a coffee. A spectacular original stone lintel
fireplace features in this space. An excellent opportunity in this room is a very large closet that has the potential to become an en-suite.
The second double bedroom has a small window seat overlooking the immaculate cottage gardens flowerbeds to the front.
The third bedroom is the definition of peaceful, located at the back of the property. There are features galore in this room with a period cast-iron fireplace and a wonderful walk-in wardrobe.
Taking you to the outside space, walk through the 'Green Oak' beamed canopy into the Mediterranean feel courtyard to the rear; the perfect spot to sit out in the sun and enjoy an alfresco dinner with a G&T in hand.
A pretty trellis frames the log store with climbing fragrant plants to admire and for practicality, you will find a small integrated shed for storage, a handy outdoor electric plug, and water access for your hose. Stone
steps lead to parking at the rear of the property which makes bringing your shopping in from the car nice and easy.
The property at the front is complemented by gorgeous Magnolia trees framing the cottage picture perfectly. Take breakfast in the sunshine in one of the little nooks in the garden watching the world go by.

Out and about
Belmont village is an idyllic semi-rural location on the doorstep to stunning countryside, perfect for those with a love of the outdoors yet needing to be close to daily amenities. The area offers superb recreational
pursuits including Belmont and Delph reservoirs with sailing facilities. The village is within easy reach of excellent schools, shopping facilities, restaurants and transport links.
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